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SWITLIK AVIATOR LIFE VEST

The Switlik Aviator Life Vest is supremely more
comfortable to wear, and specifically designed for
the seated position in your aircraft. It’s the vest
you’ll forget you’re wearing. The new interior
cell folding technique combined with our open
V-Neck design allows the Aviator to lay over
your shoulders relieving the pressure on your
neck during those long flights. We have located
our new beaded handle in the center of the vest allowing for an easier
approach for deployment. The breakaway safety feature eliminates the
risk of snagging. The red handle also offers the best visibility in low light
conditions. The Switlik Zipper closure keeps your inflatable vest secure at
all times. The simple reliable dual breakaway design provides immediate
inflation when activated. Backup oral inflation tubes are conveniently
located on either side of the vest and easily reached through the side
access flaps.
EV-35 Blue...................................................P/N 13-12687..........$259.00
EV-35 Orange..............................................P/N 13-16185..........$259.00

SWITLIK X BACK
AIR CREW LIFE VEST

The aptly named X-Back is ergonomically fitted
to your shoulder contour for a perfect fit. As
accessories are added the weight is distributed
over your shoulders and off your neck for vastly
improved comfort. The adjustable X-Back straps
provide enough range making it one size fits
all. The MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-Carrying Equipment)
system lets you customize your vest with the accessories you need.
The contoured cut of the MOLLE side panels locates the accessories
away from your midsection. The simple reliable dual breakaway design
provides immediate inflation when activated. Backup oral inflation tubes
are conveniently located on either side of the vest and easily reached
through the side access flaps. High visibility red beaded handles are
found on both sides of the vest making for simple activation. They
incorporate a breakaway safety feature to prevent snagging.
X Back Blue..................................................P/N 13-12688..........$396.00
X Back Orange.............................................P/N 13-16186..........$402.00
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SWITLIK AVIATION
LIFE VEST AV-35H

AV-35H Double Cell Airline Passenger Vest. The
AV-35H donning style features a single waist
strap and adjusting buckle without a back panel.
The AV-35H donning style features a single waist
strap and adjusting buckle without a back panel.
Standard...................P/N 13-16031............$71.99
5 Year.......................P/N 13-18410............$74.99
10 Year.....................P/N 13-18413............$78.99
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SWITLIK X-BACK BASIC LIFE
VEST BLUE

The X-Back Basic incorporates the same fit, adjustment
and overall comfort users have come to expect from
the Switlik X-Back, with the addition of two permanently
attached all-in-one pockets in lieu place of the MOLLE
vest attachment loops. This new vest is intended to be a
modern version of SWITLIK’s previous HV-35 Helicopter
Vest. This vest is for users who do not need the MOLLE
system and all its accessories. The pockets attached to
the vest are intended to fit your essentials “keys, phone,
sunglasses & wallet” (and yes, the newest smart phones will fit!) Color:
Blue..............................................................P/N 13-18416..........$359.00

SWITLIK ALL PAX LIFE
PRESERVER BLUE

Whether outfitting a personal aircraft, or a fleet of
passengers, the SWITLIK ALL-PAX life preserver is
a perfect solution. The ALL-PAX Life preserver has
maximum adjustment capability to fit the largest range
of size, and provides sufficient flotation for children and
adults making it a great product solution for a variety of
passengers. Designed for easy donning and constant
wear, the ALL-PAX passenger life preserver is perfect
for over-water flight protection. Color: Blue.
P/N 13-18741..........$295.00

SWITLIK X BACK LEG STRAPS

Quick donning adjustable leg straps are neatly stored
using the Velcro™ ties making them a clean and simple
accessory to have.............P/N 13-12691...... $49.99/pr.

SWITLIK X BACK
MOBILE PHONE POCKET

Safe, secure and easily accessible cell phone holster
fits all popular models.......P/N 13-12692............$26.99

SWITLIK X BACK BUDDY CLIP

When ditching your aircraft it’s important for survivors
to stay together. The Switlik Buddy Clip allows you to
quickly tether yourselves together via a 6 foot (1.8 m)
550 lb (250 kg) test line with a CRES snap hook. When
not in use it is neatly packed into a nylon pouch. The
pouch is designed to be attached with snaps to the
MOLLE system and by dead ending the buddy line loop
directly to the MOLLE Loops as a back up.
P/N 13-12693............$27.99

SWITLIK X BACK
ALL IN ONE POCKET

The All-In-One pocket allows you to organize
all your equipment into one area. Complete
with two zipper pockets, interior MOLLE straps,
interior compartments, and a conveniently
located pen holder on the outside. Available in
left and right.
Right Side.............P/N 13-12694............$54.99
Left Side...............P/N 13-12695............$54.99

SWITLIK AVIATION
LIFE VEST AV-200

The Switlik AV-200 is the latest advancement is
airline life vests. Offering airlines a lightweight,
compact and inexpensive vest while meeting all
the safety features required by the FAA. The AV200 donning style features a single waist strap
with a single adjusting buckle. Meets FAA/TSO
C-13f Approval: 2 Year TBO.
Standard...................P/N 13-16032............$47.99
5 Year.......................P/N 13-18411............$50.99
10 Year.....................P/N 13-18414............$56.99
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SWITLIK X BACK
BOTTLE HOLSTER

The Switlik HEEDS/HABD Holsters are specifically designed to be mounted on an angle,
readily accessible and unobstructed by safety
restraints. This ideal location reduces fatigue
by keeping weight off your neck.
HEEDS.................P/N 13-12689............$74.99
HABD...................P/N 13-12690............$52.99

SWITLIK INFANT LIFE
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The ILV-20 is a dual chamber, 23-pound buoyancy
Infant Life Vest, (FAA/TSO-CI3d defines “infant”
as a wearer with a weight less than 35 pounds).
The underarm configuration allows this vest to be
used by wearers whose shorter necks prevent
use of the standard “yoke-type” vest.
2 Year.......................P/N 13-18409............$91.99
5 Year.......................P/N 13-18412............$95.99
10 Year.....................P/N 13-18415............$99.99
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EAM UXF-35 LIFE VEST (10 YEAR)
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This single cell vest is the lightest weight aviation vest in the world, weighing only .9 lbs
(410 grams). 10 year frequency of inspection.
Standard 5 year version also available (P/N
12-02355). TSO-C13f Approved.
Passenger Yelow.....P/N 13-12684............$59.75
Crew Molten Orange..P/N 13-21624............$59.75

ION FLASHLIGHT FIRESTARTER™

During outdoor adventures, flights over remote
areas, or in any emergency survival situation,
there are two pieces of equipment that you
never want to be without, a flashlight and a
firestarter. Solo Scientific combined the two
into one lightweight, compact, powerhouse of
a product called the ion Flashlight Firestarter™!
The ion Flashlight Firestarter™ is a flashlight, a firestarter, a magnetic
tool, has a safety mechanism, is knurled for grip, water proof, shock
resistant, and can even be used to cauterize wounds in the field (by
qualified medical personnel only).
The energy efficient ion Flashlight Firestarter™ will work in any
environment that will support life and uses a super bright (but energy
efficient) white LED for illumination..............P/N 13-11695..........$118.75
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